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DEVELOPMENT OF WRITING

Learning Outcomes

By end of this class you will be able to

Understand the earliest form of book keeping

Differentiate a pictogram from ideogram

Demonstrate the various types of writing 
systems

Identify a syllable

Trace the development of writing



What is writing?

• Writing is a medium of 
human communication 
that involves the 

representation of 
a language with 
symbols.

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Language


Which came first?

• Spoken Form • Written form



Writing is a relatively recent 
phenomenon

• Spoken Form

• A large number of the 
languages in the world 
today are used only in 
the spoken form.

• Written form

• Cave drawings- 20,000 
years ago.

• Clay tokens – 10,000 
years ago.

• Cuneiform – 5000 years 
ago.



Earliest form of bookkeeping

CAVE DRAWINGS CLAY TABLETS



What is cuneiform?

Cuneiform was one of the earliest systems of writing, invented by 
Sumerians in ancient Mesopotamia. It is distinguished by its wedge-
shaped marks on clay tablets, made by means of a blunt reed for a 
stylus. The term cuneiform comes from cuneus, Latin for "wedge".



Hieroglyphics

A hieroglyph 
(Greek for 
"sacred 
carvings") was a 
character of the 
ancient Egyptian 
writing system.



Decipher the following message



• Caged Birds 

• Two birds longing 
freedom

• Two birds in a cage



What do you understand by the image/ 
picture given below?



Picture-writing is called as pictogram

When some of the pictures came to represent 
particular images in consistent  way, we can 
term them as pictograms.



Can you identify the pictures given 
below? Which is visible in nature? 



Picture to idea
Pictogram to Ideogram
• SUN      • HEAT



From something visible to conceptual
Idea-writing is called as ideogram.

When each symbol represents a concept and is 
more abstract, we can term them as ideogram.







Differences

PICTOGRAM

• Picture writing

• A conventional relationship 
exists between the symbol 
and its interpretation.

• They are picture like forms

IDEOGRAM

• Idea writing

• No conventional 
relationship exists between 
the symbol and its 
interpretation. 

• They are abstract in nature



Key Properties

• Language independent - They do not 
represent words or sounds in a particular 
language.

• Same basic conventional meanings are 
followed around the world.

• Can be understood by people of different 
places.





What is a syllable?

• Water

• Sand

• Brother

• Sister

• Hotel

• Ladder

• examination



• Wa  - ter

• Lad - der

• Bro  - ther

• Sis  - ter

• E- xa - mi - na - tion



Syllable

•ba

b-consonant

a- vowel
This combination is one type of 
syllable



Each symbol corresponds to single 
sound







•miba •bumi



Definition

• When a writing system employs a 
set of symbols each one 
representing the pronunciation of 
a syllable, it is described as  
syllabic writing.



What is an alphabet?

• A

• B

• M



• A set of written symbols, each one 
representing a single type of sound.



Consonantal alphabet

• The words are supplied by the rdr

• Text me a msg tomorrow

• Pls keep quiet

• Symbls were used in ancient writing systm.



Alphabetizing process by Greeks

Remodeled by adding vowels

Distinct symbols were given. 

Eg. a alpha

b beta      =  single sound writing/alphabet

single –symbol to  single-alphabet    was formed

ba, bi, ma, mu          a, b, c, m

(house and water)



• Greeks 

• Romans – Roman alphabet

• (St. Cyril) – cyrillic alphabet used in Russia



Development of Writing


